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Lai Fong (Afong Studio) ‘Yuen-foo Monastery’, c. 1869
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BERNARD QUARITCH LTD is pleased to confirm the acquisition by the Hong Kong-based
MOONCHU FOUNDATION of the TERRY BENNETT COLLECTION OF EARLY CHINESE
PHOTOGRAPHY now to be known as THE MOONCHU COLLECTION OF EARLY PHOTOGRAPHY
OF CHINA.
Comprising approximately 10,000 photographs from 1844 to the end of the Qing Dynasty, this
collection has been acquired in its entirety. The Moonchu Foundation has entered into a loan agreement
with the HONG KONG MUSEUM OF HISTORY for a major exhibition from the collection at the end of
2013, with the further aim that this loan should become a permanent gift.
The range and depth of this collection is renowned, unrivalled in documented private or institutional
holdings. It includes a daguerreotype from Jules Itier’s visit in 1844, when he made the earliest surviving
photographs of China; 70 albums by amateur and internationally acclaimed photographers such as Felice
Beato, Milton Miller, John Thomson, and Lai Fong, William Saunders, Pow Kee, Paul Champion and
William Floyd; some 325 cabinet and carte-de-visite portraits by Chinese and Western studios; many
lantern slides and glass and paper stereoviews; hundreds of larger-format portraits and views; rare
photography periodicals such as The Far East and the China Magazine; multi-plate panoramas of Peking,
Hong Kong, Macau and the treaty ports; awe-inspiring scenes of natural landscape by Lai Fong and Tung
Hing; and an early mammoth-plate view of Hong Kong by C. L. Weed. These photographs illuminate
China’s history during the second half of the nineteenth century and the history of photography in China.
From the introduction of the daguerreotype to the era of the ‘Kodak’, the scope of this collection allows
for comparative studies across multiple social, cultural and historical subjects.
BERNARD QUARITCH established a Photography Department in 2005 with Consultant Specialist,
Lindsey Stewart, and a photobook department in 2010. We have published six catalogues and five
photography books including the landmark three-volume series History of Photography in China by Terry
Bennett and Odalisques and Arabesques: Orientalist Photography 1839-1925 by Ken Jacobson.
For further information and images please contact: Joanna Skeels in London j.skeels@quaritch.com or
Daniella Rossi in New York d.rossi@quaritch.com.
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